
Model ML32E ML55E

 Panel

Diagonal Size 32" 55"
Type 60Hz D-LED BLU 60Hz D-LED BLU
Resolution

300nit 400nit 

8ms 6ms
Display Colors

Color Gamut

Operation Hour

Display
H-Scanning Frequency 30 ~ 81kHZ 30 ~ 81kHZ

Maximum Pixel Frequency 148.5MHz 148.5MHz

Sound Speaker Type

Connectivity

INPUT

RGB DP1 DP1  
HDMI1 HDMI1

AUDIO

USB USB 2.0 x 2 USB 2.0 x 2

OUTPUT
RGB

AUDIO Stereo mini Jack Stereo mini Jack
EXTERNAL CONTROL

EXTERNAL SENSOR IR, Proximity Sensor IR, Proximity Sensor

Power

Type Internal Internal

 
Consumption

55W 104W
0.33W 0.34W
0.32W 0.31W

Operation
Operating Temperature

Mechanical
Spec

Set

Package 1380 X 860 X 215
Set 25.5
Package 9.8 29

200*200mm 400*400mm

Accessories

Optional

STN-L3240E STN-L4655E
Mount

Speciality
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Versatile, Dual Mirror-Signage Displays for Stylish Retail Showcasing

SAMSUNG SMART SIGNAGE 
MIRROR DISPLAYS MLE SERIES

Highlights 

A sleek, bezel-free design featuring a seamless front-glass panel and metallic side frame

A convenient proximity sensor that automatically transitions between a standard mirror 
and promotional display as customers navigate the storefront

An easy-to-use signage alternative featuring built-in WiFi and mobile-device compatible 
content management tools

In fast-paced retail environments where space and engagement time are limited, businesses 

serve as this all-in-one content center to help shoppers make more informed purchasing 

readily-available information to any mirror setting while complementing the surrounding 
scene through a premium, pristine design. 



turning to mirror/signage hybrid displays as a low-cost, low-maintenance solution.

replacement for a traditional mirror, enabling managers to upgrade their current mirrors without 
requiring extra space or impeding customer needs. 

Why Samsung Mirror Displays MLE series

An All-in-One Retail Solution
A host of embedded components grants retailers added versatility 
and reduced complexity when installing and operating their MLE 
displays. The MLE Series’ proximity sensors automatically transition 
featured content between mirror and promotional settings.  
Built-in WiFi connectivity and the integrated Samsung Magic Info 
content management platform further reduce the time and effort 
required to create, deploy and manage the mirror displays

Proximity Sensor Content SchedulerPowerful
Connectivity

Built for Clarity The MLE Series displays are programmed to easily transition 
between standard mirror and content presentation settings with 

whether welcoming customers to a location or displaying how a Polarized Film

A Premium Mirror Upgrade
ambience to any retail setting. The mirror displays’ seamless front-

blends into any surrounding environment. Additionally, the MLE 

retailers replace their older, standard mirrorsSeamless DesignMetallic Silver Frame

Elevator in Public space

Fitness Center Restroom

Key Features

Enjoy the versatility of expanded connectivity to mobile 
devices, from easy media sharing and screen control to 
simple content mirroring from a tablet or mobile phone to 
your display. With Samsung MagicInfo content management 
software, selecting and scheduling software is simple to 

Platform is an open and integrated player side media platform 

for digital signage deployments, through savings in hardware, 
installation and operating costs

signage with the visual clarity of a standard mirror to create 

complementary content with minimal visual impairment. 

a persuasive and informative sales tool.

As a result, customers can enjoy clearer and more vivid 
content and mirror visibility than standard half-mirror format 
alternatives offer.

sensor instinctively transitions between traditional 

be set to activate upon motion detection from one of three 

a bezel-free design that keeps viewers focused on content 

displays. Several MLE displays can be combined into video-wall 
style arrangements without gaps or inconsistencies between 
screens, generating endless visual possibilities. 


